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              Minutes of a VIRTUAL MEETING of BARTON PARISH COUNCIL  

                                           TUESDAY 5th January 2021 at 7:30 pm 

                         via video conferencing technology under Section 78 of the Coronavirus Act 2020 

         Present  

Cllrs Sarah Pitchford (SP), John Howland Jackson (JHJ), Andrew Martin (AJM), Chloe Langford (CL), Shelley Arora (SA),  

June Woolhouse (JUW). 

Absent: Mike Radford (MR), Will Westlake (WW) 

Clerk: Ian Minto (IM) 

County Councillor Lina Nieto  

District Councillor Ian Sollom  

Members: 9 Quorum: 3 

 

The open forum for public participation 

 5 members of the public attended remotely.  
One resident followed an e mail exchange and invitation to bring the matter to the PC by raising the issue of the 
temporary ‘no cycling’ signs that had been put up on the section of pavement on New Road/Comberton Rd between 
the current ‘end of cycleway’ signs. He pointed out his concerns specifically for his daughters who cycle to CVC but 
also generally regarding the safety of crossing the busy road twice and cycling on the road in that stretch, the 
creation of an apparent ‘anti cycling’ sentiment via the signs, the discretion that could and has been given to cycling 
on the pavement whilst recognising its illegality and he asked for the signs to be removed. He did recognise the 
complexities of the issue and also asked what was being done to ameliorate the situation. 
The resident was thanked for his presentation and previous communication. 
 
Residents from Holben Close outlined their views and objections to Planning application 20/04804/FUL regarding a 
change of use from Domestic to recreational (educational) use for children with special needs. One resident spoke 
for the group and this also followed a lengthy communication between residents, the PC and SCDC officers and our 
District Councillor across three separate planning applications. There had also been meetings by residents and the PC 
with the applicants. The summary of the Resident objections was presented as  

• The principle of the development and the location of the facility which in a quiet residential area could have 
negative strategic effects on the area 

• The vehicle access to the facility should be limited exclusively to the entrance on Wimpole Road. Any use of 
the secondary pedestrian entrance in Holben Close should also be heavily restricted. Residents are 
extremely concerned that casual parking and use of Holben Close as a drop off/pick up area would be 
dangerous and intrusive and they hope that sufficient space inside the property boundaries would be 
insisted upon as a condition of planning approval. 

• The potential numbers of attendees are a concern regarding noise and disturbance for residents both at 
drop off and pick-up times and during the outdoor activities described 

•  
Finally, should the local planning authority feel that the proposal is on balance acceptable to them then the facility 

should ideally receive a personal permission for this particular use and for this particular facility as in the opinion of 
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residents, it would not be an acceptable location for other indoor sport and recreational use. The local planning 

authority should at the very least condition the facility to be limited to use class E(d) only, and not any other uses 

that fall within Use Class E. 

Residents were thanked for their thorough process and communication 

                                                                                   MINUTES 

20-21/54 

To receive and approve apologies for absence: None were received. SP introduced the idea that 
in future Council should vote whether to accept any apologies and that they should be formally 
delivered to the clerk. Following discussion Council RESOLVED unanimously to consider in PC 
meetings acceptance or not of formally delivered apologies for absence (prop SP, sec JHJ). 

20-21/55 
To approve the minutes of the Meeting of 3rd November 2020: These were approve unanimously 
and duly signed by the Chair 

20-21/56 
   To consider matters arising from the minutes: There were none that were not to be addressed in      
other parts 

20-21/57 
  To receive declarations of Interest for items on the agenda: SP re BVH, CL and SA re the cycling on 
New Road pavement AM a relative designed signs 61a (3) 

20-21/58 

To receive County Councillor Report: Lina Nieto delivered a verbal report stating that CCC 
committees were restarting in near future. Of particular importance for Council and residents to 
note were continuing support for COVID community groups which could be requested, the 
Boundary Commission consultation which could affect voting in future, and a plea to be watchful 
of COVID vaccine scams. In answer to a point raised in the public forum, Lina would contact 
Greenways to see if she could identify and maybe fast track the investment plans for Barton. 

20-21/59 

To receive District Councillor Report: Ian Sollom’s report had been circulated prior to the 
meeting. He expanded on the items relating to the EWR project stating that across some SCDC 
parishes there was momentum for a northern route but that the widest consideration was being 
given to a route that related to development potential fitting with the Greater Cambridge Local 
Plan and the wider aims of the entire OX/Cam rail route project. Ian suggested applying for the 
Grant of £500 per council regarding local projects relating to COVID. IM reported Barton had 
applied. He pointed attention to early findings of the Greater Cambridge Local Plan on his report 
which is available on the PC website. Ian also referred to the Barton House planning application 
and that the District Council were well aware of the objections to it by residents and PC. 

   20-21/60  Finance: To receive reports from Clerk/RFO 

Bank Balances at 31/12/20: Current Account: £ 13622.61 Instant Access: £28427.39 

a) Council RESOLVED that all payments and receipts scheduled for Nov/Dec 2020 and 
the circulated Bank reconciliations should be approved and they duly were 
unanimously (prop SP sec AM) 

Unity Trust bank 

6/11 SCDC Royal Mail collections fee  50.00 

9/11 Lloyds Commercial cards   monthly fee      3.00 

16/11 Haven Power   £148.53 + £8.34 156.87 

25/11 RH Landscapes   Verges sept/oct x2 600.00 

25/11 RH Landscapes   Play Area sept/oct x2 180.00 

25/11 RH Landscapes Rec sept/oct x2  180.00 

25/11 Clerk Salary Nov £439.84 + back pay to Apr £169.73 609.57 

10/12 Lloyds Commercial Cards Printer £85.37 Post box 29.98 fee 
£3.00 

118.35 
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 20-21/61 

Council Matters: To receive and discuss circulated updates from the PC 
working groups and resolve on recommendations and actions   

a)  a)  Traffic, Transport & Travel 
1) Cllr AM outlined the progress of the LHI bid. He reported that he and 

IM had held a zoom call with the Highways Officer to outline specific 
aspects of the scheme and priorities. Following this Highways had sent 
an initial proposal and this had been circulated. Discussion amongst 
Councillors followed. One of the key elements of the bid concerned 
New Road and a potential 20 mph zone near the school and a solution 
to the dangers evident to cyclists and pedestrians in the stretch where 
currently the official joint cycle path/pavement ends. The LHI bid 
would contain some proposals but the recently approved Barton 
Greenways plans also featured a solution. In this respect it was felt 
that in the LHI bid should concentrate on other aspects whilst the 
specific details of the Greenways scheme were finalised. It is not 
prudent to spend resources on a duplicate scheme. The LHI scheme 
initially would therefore concentrate on buffer zones around the 
village, visual effects for road narrowing and improved signage 
especially on A603. After debate, Council RESOLVED unanimously 
(prop AM sec SP) to instruct IM to contact CCC Highways to agree the 
Feasibility plan they offered and ask them to forward it to committee 
for a decision. 
Though nothing is finalised as yet but approx. £25000 is needed for the 
initial work in year one. The LHI Bid finance projections indicate that a 
bid to CCC of maximum £15,000 is allowable for year one requiring 
further £10000 needed. The financial reserves are not sufficient to 
enable the minimum 10% needed plus the £10k extra and discussion 
regarding raising the precept in 2021-22 to create an earmarked 
reserve solely to be utilised for LHI was discussed at length. The 
principle applied was a shared contribution by all households to a 
project which would benefit the whole village There was some 
discussion regarding the raising of private funding but the overall 
scheme may require further bids to CCC with no guarantee at present 
so private funding may be needed in future to fully extend the LHI 

 

 

 

 

Lead Cllr for 
each group 

16/12 Haven Power   £143.75 + £7.96 151.71 

18/12 SAE Pitchford/ Waitrose COVID supplies as per SCDC 
instruction 

  42.59 

18/12 Clerk Salary Dec  460.93 

29/12 JezO’s Events PC Xmas event 144.00 

  

  

Receipts Unity Trust Bank Nov/Dec 2020 

6/11 Comberton Crusaders FC pitch hire Nov   70.15 

12/11 SCDC COVID Grant 200.00 

7/12 CCFC Pitch hire Dec  70.15 

Payments to be approved for 1/12/21  

SLCC annual fee  130.00 

Cambridge Acre   57.00 
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project. Council discussed this in the light of IM’s circulated figures 
regarding the effect on the Community Charge of a rise in Precept. It 
was felt that some reserves could be utilised but not £10k. It was 
RESOLVED unanimously (Prop JHJ, sec CL) to submit a 2021-22 Precept 
request for £30000. This would create an earmarked fund of £5k 
specifically and only for the LHI project.  IM confirmed that at received 
base rate figures this would result in a Community charge increase of  
£6.35 per month or 21p per day per household. 

2) EWR update. AM reported that the PC had shared a zoom with 
CambBedsRailRoad (CBBR) who had presented their proposals. In 
further conversations with EWR it was learned that such proposals had 
been rejected in 2019 but are back on the agenda. EWR had been 
contacting landowners whose property they wished to survey but as 
yet none were in immediate vicinity of Barton. AM suggested that the 
PC were up to date with all proposals and were awaiting the next 
public consultation in ‘early 2021’. The Parish Council website is 
regularly updated. 

3) In terms of the cycling issue on the pavement on New Road AM 
thanked our resident who presented his views in the public forum, 
assured him his views were being considered and that the PC 
welcomes such community involvement. He outlined a number of 
incidents that had recently occurred. AM shared maps, mentioned that 
the Greenways scheme would address the identified issue of cycling on 
the pavement, outlined the issues from PC point of view and offered 
templates for signs which were less strident than ‘No Cycling.’ A major 
issue for the PC was one of legal public liability should any incidents 
occur since cycling on a pavement is illegal. Discussion centred on 
whether signs put up by PC would offer tacit approval for breaking the 
law which might negate any insurance cover. CCC Highways had been 
consulted and could only really officially offer the signs which already 
exist at either end of the stretch of pavement in question and indicate 
the end of the official cycleway. The suggestion of signs which offer a 
compromise of ‘walking a bike along the stretch ‘was however 
described as a good idea though not official. All present recognised the 
complexities of the compromise between safety (esp. for children) and 
the law and the potential for confrontation. The Council did not come 
to a final conclusion but tasked the Clerk IM to establish the exact 
position regarding the law and liability. AM would contact Greenways 
to see if they could fast track some developments to solve the 
situation and further contact with CCC Highways would be undertaken.  

4) In terms of other Traffic and Transport WG matters, the new LED 
streetlights from SCDC were being erected primarily along the A603 
and AM will contact SCDC to see if the MVAS machine could be utilised 
on these new posts giving potential for greater data collection.  
The T&T WG co-opted member had investigated potential for joining a 
pollution monitoring scheme but the equipment was expensive and 
hand-held monitors would appear to be the best way forward. 
 

b) Amenities and Open Spaces 
1) During recent weeks there had been vandalism and damage to the 

recreation ground car park by irresponsible driving. Requests for 

volunteers to help open/close the gate had not been successful and 

the low gate had been locked since late December. CL offered to draw 

up a rota, IM was able to open/lock the gate daily until the rota 
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appeared and Council RESOLVED unanimously (Prop SP sec CL) to open 

the gate between 9am and 5 pm as from 9th January until the end of 

lockdown 3 and CL would circulate Council and seek public volunteers 

to draw up a rota asap. 

2) The Zero Carbon Grant proposal had been rejected by SCDC but the 

papers had been forwarded to another scheme involving Astra Zeneca 

with Barton Gardeners offer to help still available. 

3) In terms of the Recreation Ground Leases letters had been sent to 

BRIG, Bowls and Tennis stating that information from a PC 

investigation was lodged with SCDC legal department and a response 

from them was awaited before progress could be made. 

4) IM gave notice that he and SP had received a request for a second 

defibrillator to be obtained for the recreation ground. The decision for 

this was deferred to obtain more information and prices. 

5) The entrance to Recreation ground required further surface repairs 

especially since the recent vandalism and John Boocock was thanked 

for an offer of some material that might be useful. Further quotations 

for the work were to be sought by the clerk. 

6) IM suggested that a Village Tree audit might be a good idea given the 

number of (ageing?) trees in the village and the difficulty in 

ascertaining ownership and responsibility. IM was tasked with finding 

out more details, suitable contacts and possibly tenders for the work. 

b) Governance and Finance: 

1) The Budget and Precept decision referred to above 20-21/61 a) 1 was 

reinforced and IM tasked with submitting the 2021-22 Precept request form to 

SCDC as £30000 

2) IM referred to the circulated Insurance renewal documents for May 2021 

from a potential new supplier of a 3-year contract and which was cheaper than 

that of the current provider at £582.19 (currently£780.90). He was to check the 

price given that the old recreation pavilion was the one needing insurance on 

PC policy but the quote was for a brick built and tiled roof one. The Gov 

&Finance working group would compare and contrast the old and new 

providers offers to ensure cover was as required and make a recommendation 

for the March meeting and resolution 

3)IM had obtained new PC Signboard quotations (ex VAT) and tabled prior to 

the meeting:12 x A4 sheet two door noticeboards with posts. Algar Signs £660 

(aluminium sign only 8 x A4), Earth Anchors £1533 (Oak sign), Greenbarnes Ltd 

£1435 (Oak Sign portrait)) or £1497 (oak sign landscape)) Councillors were 

reminded that the PC had a grant of £635 from the Oil Club rebate to 

contribute. Discussion followed and Councillors voted on their choice which 

was the Green Barnes option. Council resolved unanimously (prop SP sec SA) 

to authorise IM to submit an order for the landscape version at (£1497 +VAT).  

d) Communications and Community Engagement 

1) The PC organised Barton Xmas celebrations had been a success with the 

Xmas tree decorating, Jezzo’s musical interludes and the efforts of the Barton 

School children all much appreciated. Thanks also to Mike Radford, his staff 

and John Boocok for erecting and securing the tree. Arora is thanked for 
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providing and distributing the children’s gifts. Residents who participated in 

making and displaying of the ‘Twelve days of Xmas’ exhibits did a great job. 

Thanks also to Margaret Penston for her excellent photo composite. 

2) Regarding the COVID lockdown 3 SP outlined that residents needing to 

shield would be contacted by SCDC and that she could be contacted by ‘mobile 

07816 495590 in first instance to co-ordinate any assistance. 

Further COVID information would regularly be posted on website and notice 

boards. 

20-21/62 To Receive and discuss report from BRIG. There was no report issued SP 

20-21/63 
To receive and discuss report from Barton Village Hall There was no report 
issued 

SP 

20-21/64 

To receive and discuss Clerk’s Report/Correspondence 

1) The leader of the Barton Guides had contacted to request usage of an 
area on the recreation ground for ‘outdoor activities. The Guides were 
aware of various constraints including obeying relevant COVID 
regulations and hoped to start in February 2021 although this was 
looking very unlikely given COVID developments. Council RESOLVED 
(Prop SP Sec CL) to authorise the activity and ask IM to liaise and 
create relevant paperwork.  

IM 

20-21/65 

To receive and discuss Planning notifications and judgements  

1) Discuss Barton House application 20/04804/FUL 

Councillors discussed the application in the light of the earlier presentation by 
residents and in terms of their own work and consideration of the planning 
application. in summary, following a detailed discussion, The Parish Council 
objections are summarised in terms of  

• The Change of Use proposals 

• The impact upon traffic and residential area 

• The inappropriate nature of the proposal to the village of Barton 

Council RESOLVED unanimously (Prop SP sec JUW) to object strongly to the 

planning application and authorised the clerk to compile the relevant 

documents and circularise these for approval and submission by the due date. 

2. Current planning applications 

20/04912/LBC 

7 Comberton 

Road Barton 

CB23 7BA 

Alterations to the existing 

driveway including 

extension of the existing 

drystone wall and hedge, 

new timber gates and 

replacement garage doors 

 

20/04804/FUL  

28 Wimpole Road 

Barton CB23 7AB 

Change of use of ground 

floor and part of external 

area from residential (Class 

C3) to recreational (Class 

E(d)). 

 

IM 

https://applications.greatercambridgeplanning.org/onlineapplications/%20PLAN/20/04804/FUL
https://applications.greatercambridgeplanning.org/online-applications/shortUrlResults.do?action=firstPage&searchType=Application&caseAddressType=Application&searchCriteria.reference=20/04912/LBC
https://applications.greatercambridgeplanning.org/onlineapplications/%20PLAN/20/04804/FUL
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S/4331/18/CONDA  

15 Comberton 

Road Barton 

CB23 7BA 

Submission of details 

required by conditions 4 

(Boundary treatment), 9 

(Traffic Management plan), 

11 (Archaeology), 12 (Tree 

Protection) and 13 (Foul 

water and surface water 

drainage) of planning 

permission S/4331/18/OL 

 

S/0344/19/NMA1  

6 Holben Close 

Barton 

Cambridge 

Cambridgeshire 

Non-material amendment 

for the addition of a roof 

lantern to the new 

extension currently 

occupied by the 

conservatory. 600mm lower 

than a previous application 

approved in 2017: 

S/0897/18FL). 

 

20/2249/TTCA  

58 Wimpole Road 

Barton CB23 7AB 

(G1) 2x Leylandii reduce in 

height to level with the apex 

on the roof of the adjacent 

car port. This will be 

removing 3 meters in height 

to maintain these trees in 

their current location. 

 

20/04325/FUL  

Burwash Manor 

New Road Barton 

Cambridge 

Part demolition and part 

conversion of existing barns 

to accommodate a 

restaurant (Class E) and 9 

holiday let units 

 

 
 

20-21/66 

To receive Neighbourhood Watch Report 

The report had been circulated and SP highlighted the following: 

12th November 2020 8 Sheds were broken into on the Cambridge Road, of 
which 2/3 had items taken. Police were informed by individual householders 
and NW Co-ordinator. All residents on the stretch of road were visited by the 
NW co-ordinator. 
December – 2 incidents of driving on the rec, where cars are not permitted and 
causing surface damage by driving in circles. A dark blue BMW was seen on 
one of these occasions. If residents become aware of wilful damage or 
incidents taking place, then please report to the police / or NW co-ordinator. 
(Sarah Pitchford 07816 495590). 
Cambridgeshire police sent out a warning about catalytic converter thefts as 
this was on the increase in the area. 

SP 

https://applications.greatercambridgeplanning.org/
https://bartonvillage.org/your-council/planning/
https://bartonvillage.org/your-council/planning/
https://applications.greatercambridgeplanning.org/online-applications/shortUrlResults.do?action=firstPage&searchType=Application&caseAddressType=Application&searchCriteria.reference=20/04325/FUL
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In the latest Lockdown, it is important as residents of our community that 
areas can be informed of news quickly via the various residential WhatsApp 
groups.  If you would like me to have a contact point for news distribution, (for 
Neighbourhood Watch Purposes) then do please get in touch with me.  Sarah 
Pitchford 07816 495590 I currently have links to Hines Close, New Road/Kings 
Grove, Holben Close, Roman Hill and some individuals on High Street and 
Comberton Road. 

 Next Council Meeting: March 2nd 2021 venue to be confirmed    

 
Future Meeting:  April 2021 Annual Parish Meeting date and venue to be 
confirmed. 

 

 Meeting Closed          21:45                                                                            Chair                                                            


